LENS CARD INFORMATION

The Wide DS Lens Systems are supplied with a Lens Card. The card shows the amount of shift that is possible with this specific lens. The picture below shows the 58XL card. The arcs always represent the 166mm Image Circle. The image circles are positioned for each possible image format to show the shift possibilities for this Lens System. The darker rectangular area represents the shift possibilities of the Wide DS Camera for shift upward in combination with left or right shift. The Wide DS has 20mm shift downward which is corresponding to the first 20mm shift upward on the card. The example shows a combination of maximum possible shift.

NOTE: The Lens Card for the 38XL Lens System (not displayed) does not show the image circle for the 4x5" format because the lens does not cover the format completely (137mm).

Example:
32mm Shift Vertical indicates maximum:
11mm Shift Horizontal

6x9cm Landscape orientation

P = Portrait orientation
L = Landscape orientation

Colour: blue
58XL Lens System

This Information is prepared by Cambo with care, although no responsibility, financial or otherwise, is accepted for any consequences arising out of the use of this manual or this material. All specifications in this manual are subject to change without notice.
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